
Maviprod Hungary Ltd. is official service partner of Perkins engines and FG Wilson generator sets in 
warranty and period and afterwards. 
On demand we are able to check on the engine or genset to give a price offer, in the course of this we try 
to attend to customer requirements. 
We comply with expectations with flexible time schedule according to importance row, depending on 
type of repair work. 
As we work close together to manufacture, by reason of our experiences we can offer the most efficient 
solution for repairing your machine. 
We use only genuine spare parts directly from the OEM, this warrants the best lifetime and operation of 
machines. 
There is big advantage for MAVIPROD Hungary customers, that we represent not only Perkins engines, 
but FG Wilson (most of these gensets are built with Perkins) too, so your warranty issues will be handled 
in one hand. 
Occasional repair works, troubleshootings, maintenance works can be done at your facility as well. 
For more details please contact us! 

Non-warranty fees: 
Valid from 1st Nov 2018 or GTC 

1. Repair or maintenance work without software usage: 12.000 HUF + VAT/hour*1 *2
Periodic maintenance works or repair on mechanical engines without usage of EST software. 

2. Service engineer fee, SW diagnostic: 16.500 + HUF + VAT/hour *1 *3
Software diagnostic on electronic controlled engines, usage of EST, service engineer manhour fee.

3. Service engineer fee, on site: 19.500 HUF + VAT/hour  *1 *3
Software diagnostic on electronic controlled engines, usage of EST, service engineer manhour fee.

4. Travelling cost: 200 HUF + VAT/km*4

*1 Hour-based invoicing
*2 These prices are per one employee. If we need to involve two/three technicians, prices purport to be
doubled/tripled.
*3 For electronic diagnostic works our service engineer fee is maximized as 1 hour.
*4 We do not invoice manhour fees during travelling.
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